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Author's response to reviews: see over
Page 1 - The “de” of third author was deleted.
   Country of authors was added.
   The sentence “These authors contributed equally to this work” was removed.
   The e-mails of Edilma and Daniela were modified.

Page 3 - Fourth line: ….reverse transcriptase inhibitors increased the levels of…..

Page 6 - Fourth paragraph: grammatical corrections.
   Results (fifth line) the word “counting” was removed.

Page 7 - Last paragraph: The sequence of concentration were modified.
   Grammatical correction (fourth line).

Page 8 - Fourth line: grammatical correction.

Page 9 - First line: grammatical correction (remove “…use of…”).

Page 11 - Authors contribution: modified.

Page 12 to 18 - References: reformatted in the journal’s style.

Page 18 - Titles of figures were added.

Page 21 to 22 - The figures were removed and upload as separated files.